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SUMMARY

In this paper, we present an immersed boundary method for solving fluid flow problems in the presence of
static and moving rigid objects. A FEM is used starting from a base mesh that does not represent exactly
rigid objects (non-body-conforming mesh). At each time step, the base mesh is locally modified to provide a
new mesh fitting the boundary of the rigid objects. The mesh is also locally improved using edge swapping
to enhance the quality of the elements. The Navier–Stokes equations are then solved on this new mesh.
The velocity of moving objects is imposed through standard Dirichlet boundary conditions. We consider a
number of test problems and compare the numerical solutions with those obtained on classical body-fitted
meshes whenever possible. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interactions between fluids and structures are frequently encountered in nature. The wings of a bird
interacting with air, a fish swimming in water, heart valves interacting with the blood flow are just
examples. The numerical simulation of such problems is still today a challenging task. One of the
difficulties is managing the ‘communications’ between the solid objects, generally expressed in
Lagrangian formulation, and the fluid, expressed in Eulerian coordinates.

The most common method to simulate the flow in a complex geometry is the body-fitted (BF)
method where the mesh is built to fit as well as possible the geometry of the rigid objects. For moving
or deforming objects, this requires a complete remeshing of the domain at each time step, which is
a very difficult task in itself, and often leads to high computational cost and memory requirements.

The immersed boundary (IB) method was introduced by Peskin [1] to study flow patterns around
heart valves. Its popularity is due to its ability to handle simulations with moving boundaries at
low computational cost and memory requirements. The spatial discretization of the IB equations is
based on a fixed Cartesian mesh for the Eulerian variables and a moving curvilinear mesh for the
Lagrangian variables. The two types of variables are linked by interaction equations involving a
smoothed approximation of the Dirac delta function.

This method is now widely used, and many variants can be found in the literature. Su
et al. [2] have used in their formulation a mixture of Eulerian and Lagrangian variables, where the
solid boundary is represented by Lagrangian markers exerting forces to the Eulerian fluid domain.
The interactions between the Lagrangian markers and the fluid variables are enforced by simple
discretized delta functions. Noor et al. [3] also developed the method of IB by using the method
of direct forcing. A virtual force is added to the Navier–Stokes equations in order to impose the
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interaction between the solid and the fluid. The interior and exterior of the solid are identified by a
volume of solid method. Huang and Sung [4] also adopted the fictitious domain method for the sim-
ulation of the interaction between an incompressible fluid and a flexible solid. A review of different
variants of IB methods can be found in the work of Mittal and Iaccarino [5].

Glowinski et al. [6] also proposed an IB method where the motion of the rigid object is imposed
using Lagrange multipliers. The discretization of the Lagrange multipliers requires some care, but
the method is quite general. Baaijens [7] used this approach for the simulation of the fluid–structure
interaction between a Newtonian fluid and slender bodies. The method combines the ideas of a
fictitious domain and the mortar methods (see Bernardi et al. [8]) by imposing continuity of the
velocity field along the interface by means of Lagrange multipliers. Following the same lines,
Van Loon et al. [9] proposed a fictitious domain method extended with a local mesh adapta-
tion method, to provide the necessary flexibility with respect to the motion and deformation
of heart valves and to ensure the ability to impose the pressure exerted by the solid on
the fluid.

Ilinca et al. [10] present a finite element IB method where the mesh is dynamically modified to
fit the solid object at each time step. Additional DOFs are introduced so that the modified mesh
fits the rigid body. The additional DOFs are then eliminated through Dirichlet boundary conditions
(for the velocity) and static condensation for the pressure, thanks to the introduction of a pressure
discontinuity at the interface. In their paper, only static objects are considered.

Adaptive remeshing methods are now widely used for improving finite element solutions of fluid
flow problems. Our mesh adaptation method (see Bois et al. [11, 12]) is based on the computation
of an accurate finite element error estimator driving local operations on the mesh: edge division,
edge swapping, node elimination, and node displacement. In the context of IB methods, estimating
the error and then remeshing the whole domain at each time step would probably be prohibitive.
We therefore propose a variant of the method introduced in [10] where the mesh is modified using
some of the local mesh operators to fit the boundary of the rigid body. These modifications are
performed only in the vicinity of the rigid object. New nodes (edge division) are introduced at
the intersection of the mesh with the rigid object whose boundary is given by a level set function.
This method can locally produce very poor quality elements. An essential ingredient of the method
proposed in this paper is edge swapping, which is used to improve the quality of the elements in the
neighborhood of the solid object. We show that this step is absolutely crucial if one is to compute
quantities such as the drag or the lift on the rigid object. The mesh is thus modified only in the
neighborhood of the rigid object and left untouched everywhere else. The velocity of the solid object
is then imposed exactly through classical Dirichlet boundary conditions. Numerous examples will
be presented and analyzed: problems with static and moving objects in both two-dimensional and
three-dimensional flows.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Governing equations

We consider the flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid. The conservation equations of mass
and momentum are written in non-dimensional form:8<

:
r � u D 0�

@u
@t
C u � ru

�
Crp � 2

Re
r � . P�.u// D f

where Re denotes the Reynolds number, u the velocity vector, p the pressure, P�.u/ the strain-rate
tensor defined as P�.u/ D 1

2

�
ruCruT

�
, and f a volumetric force vector (generally vanish-

ing). The Reynolds number is usually defined as Re D UL�
�

, where U and L are respectively the
reference velocity and length, � is the density of the fluid, and � its dynamic viscosity.
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2.2. Time derivative

Let �t > 0 be the time step length and tn D n�t; n 2 N . We denote un and pn the finite element
solutions at time tn. For the discretization of the time derivative of each component of the velocity
field ui , we use an implicit backward finite difference scheme of order 2:

@ui

@t
.tn/ D

�
3uni � 4u

n�1
i C un�2i

�
2�t

C
.�t/2

3

@3ui

@t3
.�ni /with �n 2 Œtn�2; tn�

At time tn, we thus have

´
r � un D 0

.3un�4un�1Cun�2/
2�t

C un � run � 2
Re
r � . P�.un//Crpn D f

2.3. Treatment of convection term

Note that the problem is still non-linear because of the convective term and it is possible to use
Newton’s method to linearize the problem. It is however more efficient to use a Lagrange linear
extrapolation from (tn�2; un�2i / and (tn�1; un�1i / to show that

uni D 2u
n�1
i � un�2i C

@2ui

@t2
.�ni /.�t/

2 with �ni 2 Œt
n�2; tn�

and then replace un � run by .2un�1 � un�2/ � run, as proposed, for instance, in Turek [13]. The
problem to solve at each time step is now linear and is given by:

´
r � un D 0

3
2�t
un C

�
2un�1 � un�2

�
� run � 2

Re
r � . P�.un//Crpn D f C 1

2�t

�
4un�1 � un�2

�
In our numerical experiments, we have not seen significant differences between the solutions
obtained with this extrapolation technique and those obtained using a fully implicit Newton’s
method. When combined with the backward finite difference scheme of order 2 for the time
derivative, we get a second-order scheme in time (O.�t/2).

2.4. Finite element formulation

The Navier–Stokes equations are discretized using a second-order (O.h2/) Taylor–Hood P2 � P1
element (see Brezzi and Fortin [14]). The Galerkin finite element formulation in the computational
domain 	 (possibly including rigid objects), with boundary 
 , is given by

8̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂<
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂:

Z
�

�
3

2�t
un �wC

2

Re
P”.un/ W P”.w/ � pr �wC

�
.2un�1 � un�2/ � run

�
�w

�
dv D

Z
�

f �w dv C

Z
�1

t �w dS C
1

2�t

Z
�

.4un�1 � un�2/ �w dv

Z
�

qr � un dv D 0

where symbols w and q denote the appropriate weighting functions and t stands for a possible
natural Neumann boundary of the form � � n D t on 
1, where � is the Cauchy stress tensor and
n the unit normal vector. The global finite element approximation is therefore second order in both
space and time.
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2.5. Immersed boundary method

Let us now consider the presence of a rigid (possibly moving) object denoted 	r in the computa-
tional domain. We will also suppose that the boundary of 	r is given by a level set of a function
�.x; t /, that is,

�.x1; x2; x3; t / D 0

This function is commonly used in level set methods (see Sethian [15]) for the computation of free
boundary problems. Typically, � will be negative inside the object and positive outside. For simple
shape objects, � can be easily constructed. For more complex geometries, the boundary of the solid
can take the form of a fine surface mesh, and � can be defined as the signed distance function to the
IB. In the examples of Section 3, the level set function will be given explicitly.

Now, starting with a non-body-fitting mesh covering the entire domain, we determine its inter-
section with the rigid boundary @	r . This is done by sweeping all the edges of the mesh and
determining the intersection of each edge with the rigid boundary. The intersections are easily
detected by a change of sign in �. A new node is inserted at the intersection where � D 0 and new
elements are created as illustrated in Figure 1. If the intersection of the rigid boundary with an edge
is located near an existing node, an element with at least one very small edge could be created. A
criterion is introduced to avoid that situation. A new node is created near an existing one only if it
is located at a distance larger than 10�2 times the original length of the edge under scrutiny.

Despite this precaution, this approach inevitably creates poor-quality elements in some situations.
Let us recall that for a tetrahedral element K with edge lengths li ; i D 1; � � � ; 6 and with volume
VK , the quality can be defined as

Q3D
K D

12
p
2

VK
p
l1l2l3l4l5l6

:

It can be easily verified that this quantity is 1 for a regular tetrahedron with constant edge length. A
similar definition exists for a triangle in the two-dimensional case:

Q2D
K D

27.l1 C l2 � l3/.l1 C l3 � l2/.l2 C l3 � l1/

.l1 C l2 C l3/3
:

which is obviously 1 for an equilateral triangle. Improving the quality of the elements is thus equiv-
alent to trying to get as close as possible to equilateral triangles or regular tetrahedra. The quality of
a mesh (or a submesh) is defined as the minimal quality of its elements.

Figure 1. Local refinement of the mesh.
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Figure 2. Edge swapping in 2D.

Figure 3. Edge swapping in 3D: Ne (left) and triangular mesh (right).

A fundamental aspect of our approach is edge swapping, which is illustrated in the two-
dimensional case in Figure 2. For a given edge, we construct a submesh containing its two adjacent
triangles. From the two illustrated submeshes in Figure 2, we choose the one with the highest quality.
Note that there are obvious situations where edge swapping cannot be done.

The three-dimensional case is much more complex and is worth a few comments. For a given
edge e with nodes a and b, we first construct the submesh 	e containing all tetrahedra sharing that
edge. We then consider all the nodes in that submesh except a and b:

Ne D ¹xi 2 	ejxi ¤ a;bº

This is illustrated in Figure 3, where the edge e is supposed perpendicular to the plane of the
figure (with nodes a and b on either side superimposed in the figure). In order to simplify the
explanation, we consider in the figure the special case where all nodes in Ne lie in the same plane.
This is generally not the case, but the procedure is the same. Starting from one of the nodes in Ne
denoted X in the figure, a star-shaped triangular mesh is created by adding new edges between that
node and all the others (dashed lines in Figure 3). In the two-dimensional case, this operation is
obvious, because there are only two nodes left, and only one edge can be added (Figure 2). In three
dimensions, from each of the new triangles, two tetrahedra are then constructed by connecting them
respectively to a (above the plane) and b (under the plane). In the illustrated case, six tetrahedra
would be created. Different meshes can be obtained depending on the choice of the initial node X .
All these different configurations are explored and the quality of each submesh is computed. The
configuration with the highest quality is conserved. All precautions are taken to avoid the creation
of invalid elements (with negative volume for example). One important criterion is that the volume
of the initial and final submeshes should be the same.

Edge swapping has the advantage of improving the quality of the elements without creating new
nodes. These new edges, just created by swapping, are in turn intersected with @	r , thus creating a
few more nodes. This is illustrated in Figure 4 for a circular (cylindrical) rigid object. Elements with
an edge on the boundary of the rigid object are illustrated in red, before and after edge swapping,
clearly showing an improvement of their geometric shape

The new mesh should now fit the boundary of 	r . Obviously, the more refined the base mesh
is, the more accurate the reconstruction of the boundary of the rigid object will be. Note that any
given element is either entirely in the fluid or in the solid region. The newly added nodes do not
significantly increase the computational burden because they are located on the rigid object and
are therefore eliminated when imposing the Dirichlet boundary conditions (the velocity of the rigid
object). As a result, the geometry of the solid is accurately represented (up to the resolution of the
base mesh), and the velocity of the rigid object is imposed exactly.

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids (2014)
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Figure 4. Elements around a circle before and after swapping edges.

The complete algorithm therefore requires a (constant) starting base mesh Mbase and can be
described as follows.

Algorithm

1. For a given time tn:

1.1 Using the known position of the rigid object at time tn, perform local refinement of the
base mesh Mbase . We denote the new mesh Mtn .

1.2 Apply edge swapping and a new refinement iteration to improve Mtn .
1.3 Reinterpolate the velocity and pressure fields from previous time steps (un�1, un�2,

and pn�1) on the new mesh Mtn ,
1.4 Apply the appropriate boundary conditions at time tn. In particular, Dirichlet bound-

ary conditions are imposed inside the rigid object and on all nodes on its boundary,
including the ones recently introduced.

1.5 Solve the Navier–Stokes equations and compute the solution .un; pn/

2. Go to next time step.

Note that, at each time step, the local refinement technique (see step 1.1) is performed starting
from the base meshMbase . Otherwise, the mesh obtained would be more and more refined with each
time step (and possibly completely distorted) throughout the region where the object moves. Obvi-
ously, if the rigid object is static, local refinement and edge swapping of the mesh are performed

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids (2014)
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only once. Once the mesh Mtn is created (step 1.3), the velocity and pressure solutions from pre-
vious time steps (un�1;un�2 and pn�1) have to be reinterpolated on the new mesh. Note that most
nodes are common to both meshes. Interpolation at these nodes is thus trivial. For the new nodes,
interpolation is done in a classical manner. Using the coordinates of such a new node in mesh Mtn ,
we determine which element of the old mesh contains it and then simply use the Lagrange basis
functions to interpolate.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now present a number of numerical tests. We first consider static objects and the flows around
a sphere and a circular cylinder in a channel. This will allow us to compare our results with those
obtained on body-fitted meshes. Then, we will consider rotating and moving objects that represent
the main goal of this work.

3.1. Flow around a sphere

To validate our method, we will start by studying the flow around a sphere. We will want to compute
the drag and lift coefficients, which are obtained by first evaluating

F D .F1; F2; F3/ D

Z
@�r

� � n ds (1)

where � � n is the total stress vector defined by

� � n D

�
�pI C

2

Re
P�.u/

�
� n

The drag and lift forces use respectively the components of F parallel and orthogonal to the direc-
tion of the mean flow. The computation of these forces is difficult for classical IB methods because
@	r is not always clearly defined. In our approach, they are obtained rather easily because the
modified mesh is body fitted.

The drag and lift coefficients are then defined by

CD D
F1

1
2
�U 2�R2

and CL D
F2

1
2
�U 2�R2

where U is the upstream mean velocity and R is the radius of the sphere.
Low Reynolds number flows (Re D UD�

�
< 1) are governed by a balance between viscous and

pressure forces. For the flow around a sphere at low values of Re, Schiller and Naumann [16] have
shown that the drag coefficient can be approximated by the relationship

CD D
24

Re
.1C 0:15Re0:687/ (2)

We applied our IB method to calculate the drag coefficient for Re D 0:1 and Re D 0:5. The
diameter of the sphere, centered at .0; 0; 0/, was set to 1 (D D 1) in a computational domain
extending from 10 units upstream to 25 units downstream. The level set function is thus given by
�.x1; x2; x3; t / D x21 C x

2
2 C x

2
3 � 1=4. This is illustrated in Figure 5 (which is out of scale). The

boundary conditions consist of uniform flow u D .1; 0; 0/ at the inflow plane and on the lateral
boundaries, no slip velocity on the sphere, and a traction-free outflow boundary condition at the
exit section.

The IB method was first applied on an unstructured tetrahedral mesh having 23; 965 elements
(4496 nodes, 29,387 edges, and ' 106; 000 DOFs). A second mesh with 124; 407 elements was
also used to verify convergence with mesh size.

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids (2014)
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Figure 5. Flow around a sphere.

Table I. Drag coefficients on initial and (refined) meshes.

Re Value from Equation (2) Body-fitted method IB

0.1 247 239 (253) 232 (250)
0.5 52.5 48.9 (52) 50 (53.1)

We first applied our IB method, starting from the coarse mesh, but without edge swapping. The
computed drag value was a disappointing CD D 56 instead of the ‘theoretical value’ 247 given by
relation (2). The poor quality of the mesh in the region around the sphere made the computation very
delicate. Swapping the edges gave higher quality elements around the sphere and a more accurate
value CD D 232 for the drag coefficient. This simple example shows that the global methodology
works fine but also that the edge swapping step is necessary. Pursuing the computation on the finer
mesh (with edge swapping), we obtained CD D 250, a more accurate value. Similar results were
obtained at Re D 0:5 as shown in Table I.

The same problem was also solved using a body-fitted method using two meshes having respec-
tively 25; 470, and 128; 161 elements (numbers similar to those used for the IB method). The
results are also presented in Table I and show that the computed drag values agree quite well with
those given by formula 2. Refining the mesh decreases the error for both methods. This IB method
can thus provide drag values very similar in precision to those obtained by a classical body-fitted
mesh method.

3.2. Flow past a circular cylinder

A flow around a cylinder with circular cross section is now considered. The problem configurations
and the boundary conditions are illustrated in Figure 6. A no-flow boundary condition is imposed
on the cylinder and the lateral boundaries. The inflow Dirichlet boundary condition is given by

u.0; x2; x3/ D

�
72

H 4
x2x3.H � x2/.H � x3/; 0; 0

�

which produces a mean velocity U D 2. The height and width of the channel is H D 4:1 units,
and the diameter of the cylinder is one unit (D D 1). The level set function is thus given by
�.x1; x2; x3; t / D x21 C x

2
2 � 1=4. The Reynolds number is based on the diameter of the cylinder

and on the mean velocity at the inlet. We consider the flow at Re D 20 for comparison purposes.

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids (2014)
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Figure 6. Flow past a circular cylinder.

Table II. Flow around a cylinder: comparison of the numerical results.

Reference values in [17] Body-fitted approach IB approach

�p 0.1694 0.1694 0.1693
CD 6.1430 6.1124 6.0928
CL 0.0084 0.0081 0.0079

For this problem, we compute both the drag CD and lift CL coefficients together with the pressure
difference defined by �P D �P.t/ D P.xa; t / � P.xe; t /. The points xa and xe are located
on either side of the cylinder with coordinates xa D .4:5; 2:0; 2:05/ and xe D .5:5; 2:0; 2:05/) as
illustrated in Figure 6.

Here, again, we compare the results obtained with our IB method with a standard body-fitted
method and also with the numerical results of SchRafer and Turek [17]. Table II summarizes the
different results. As can be seen, the IB and BF methods lead to very similar results.

3.3. Flow around a quadrifolium

We now consider moving objects. In this first example, the rotating rigid object is a quadri-
folium (also known as four-leaved clover). The object can be expressed in polar coordinates
(at time t D 0) by ´

x03./ D .˛ C ˇ cos.4// cos./;

x02./ D .˛ C ˇ cos.4// sin./
 2 .0; 2�/

where ˛ D 1
5

and ˇ D 1
10

. In Cartesian coordinates, this corresponds to

�
x02
�2 �

x03
�2
�
5

4

��
x02
�2
C
�
x03
�2�2 �

0:3 �

q�
x02
�2
C
�
x03
�2�
D 0 (3)

which is represented in Figure 7. The width (in the x1-direction) of the quadrifolium is set to
0.04 units.

As illustrated in Figure 8, the object is rotating clockwise around the x1-axis with angular velocity
!. At a given time t , the boundary of the quadrifolium is given by the level set function:

� .x1; x2; x3; t / D
�
x02
�2 �

x03
�2
�
5

4

��
x02
�2
C
�
x03
�2�2 �

0:3 �

q�
x02
�2
C
�
x03
�2�
D 0
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Figure 7. Quadrifolium or four-leaved clover.

Figure 8. Laminar flow around a rotating quadrifolium.

where

x03 D x3 cos.!t/ � x2 sin.!t/

x02 D x3 sin.!t/C x2 cos.!t/
(4)

This last expression is a counterclockwise rotation of the point (x3; x2/ to put it back in its origi-
nal position. Equation (3) can then be used to determine the boundary of the quadrifolium. From
Equation (4), one easily gets

x3.t/ D x
0
3 cos.!t/C x02 sin.!t/

x2.t/ D �x
0
3 sin.!t/C x02 cos.!t/

which gives the position of a point on the quadrifolium at any time. By taking the derivative, we
obtain the velocity that must be imposed on that point

x03.t/ D !.�x
0
3 sin.!t/C x02 cos.!t// D !x2.t/

x02.t/ D !.�x
0
3 cos.!t/ � x02 sin.!t// D �!x3.t/

This problem can be seen as a very crude approximation of a propeller and is presented to illus-
trate that the method also performs well in the case of moving objects. This ‘propeller’ is rotating
inside a cylinder of diameter D D 1. A dimensional analysis shows that there are two dimension-
less groups: the Reynolds number Re D �UD

�
and the Strouhal number St D !U

D
, both defined

using the mean inflow velocity U , the diameter D of the cylinder, and the angular velocity ! of the
moving object. The Strouhal number represents the ratio of inertial forces due to the unsteadiness
of the flow to the inertial forces due to changes in velocity from point to point in the flow field.

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids (2014)
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Although the solid is rotating, this problem can still be solved using both a body-fitted mesh and
the IB method if proper systems of coordinates are chosen. The geometry and boundary conditions
for both methods are illustrated in Figure 8.

Immersed boundary (IB) method
In this case, we use a static system of coordinates. The inflow velocity is given by

uinf low D

�
2

R2

�
R2 � x22 � x

2
3

�
; 0; 0

�
(5)

where R is the radius of the cylinder (R D 0:5), resulting in a mean velocity U D 1 and St D !.
A no-slip condition is imposed on the cylinder (ucyl D .0; 0; 0/), and the rigid object is rotating
clockwise with angular velocity St :

ur D St.0;�x3; x2/

Body-fitted (BF) method
In this case, we consider a system of coordinates rotating with the quadrifolium. The rigid object

is therefore not moving (ur D .0; 0; 0/), but the cylinder is rotating counterclockwise:

ucyl D �St.0;�x3; x2/

Obviously, these two formulations are equivalent and one can show that

uIB D uBF C St.0;�x3; x2/ (6)

and that the velocity on the inflow section is

uinf low D

�
2

R2

�
R2 � x22 � x

2
3

�
; 0; 0

�
� St.0;�x3; x2/

Note that because we are in a rotating system of coordinates, Coriolis force terms have to be added
to the momentum equations:8<

:
3
2�t
un C

��
2un�1 � un�2

�
� run

�
� 2
Re
r � . P�.un//Crpn C 2 .w � un/

D f C 1
2�t

�
4un�1 � un�2

�
� w � .w � r/

where w D St.1; 0; 0/ is the axis of rotation vector and r D .x1; x2; x3/ is the position vector.
Computations were carried out for Re D 50 and St D 10 for both IB and BF methods. The IB

method was applied on an unstructured tetrahedral mesh having 115,372 elements (20,038 nodes
and 136,629 edges). The BF method was also applied on an unstructured tetrahedral mesh having
104,001 elements (18,607 nodes and 125,033 edges). Cross sections of the two meshes on a plane

Figure 9. Meshes for quadrifolium for body fitted (left) and immersed boundary (right) methods.
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passing through the quadrifolium are presented in Figure 9. Note that these are not regular triangular
meshes but merely the intersections of three-dimensional meshes with the plane. The mesh for the
IB method is illustrated after edge division and is slightly more refined in the region where we need
to rotate the quadrifolium. Note also that all nodes inside the quadrifolium will be eliminated from
the linear systems, thus reducing the computational burden.

The time step was set to �=180, and consequently, a complete rotation is performed every 36 time
steps. For the IB method, this means that 36 meshes have to be constructed from the base mesh and
then be reused for the subsequent time steps. After transient effects have disappeared, we obtain the
longitudinal velocity u1 plotted along the x1-axis in Figure 10. We also present, in Figure 11, the
comparison between the pressure along the x1-axis for both IB and BF methods. It is also possible to
compare the transverse velocities (u2) using relation (6) but not on the x1-axis because they vanish.
Figure 12 shows the comparison between the transverse velocities plotted from a1 D .�2; 0:2; 0/
to a2 D .5; 0:2; 0/. In all cases, the agreement is very good. The numerical solutions obtained with
the two methods are similar. This is also the case for the computed drag and lift coefficients, which
are given in Table III.

3.4. Flow around an oscillating airfoil

We now investigate a two-dimensional motion of an oscillating NACA0015 profile. The geometry of
the problem is presented in Figure 13, and the motion of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics (NACA) profile is described in Figure 14. The position of the point xc.t/ D .xc1.t/; x

c
2.t//

in Figure 13 and the angle .t/ of the profile are given by8̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

.t/ D 0 sin.!t/

h.t/ D h0 sin.!t/

xc1.t/ D 0

xc2.t/ D h.t/

The expression of the NACA profile at time t D 0 is

.x02/
2 D

�
0:15c

0:2

�2240:2969
s
x01 � 1=3

c
� 0:1260

�
x01 � 1=3

c

�

�0:3537

�
x01 � 1=3

c

�2
C 0:2843

�
x01 � 1=3

c

�3
� 0:1015

�
x01 � 1=3

c

�4#2
(7)

Figure 10. Longitudinal velocity along x1-axis: comparison between BF and immersed boundary (IB)
methods. Close view in the interval [1.5, 2.5] near the quadrifolium.
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Figure 11. Pressure along x1-axis: comparison between BF and immersed boundary (IB) methods. Close
view in the interval [1.5, 2.5] near the quadrifolium.

Figure 12. Transversal velocity from a1 to a2: comparison between BF and immersed boundary (IB)
methods. Close view in the interval [1.5, 2.5] near the quadrifolium.

Table III. Numerical results and
comparison.

BF approach IB approach

CD 15.0592 14.9523
CL 4.4326 4.2954

Figure 13. Domain definition for the modelization of flow around an oscillating airfoil.
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Figure 14. Movement of the airfoil.

which is represented in Figure 13. The movement is composed of a rotation with angle .t/ followed
by a translation of amplitude .xc1.t/; x

c
2.t//. Thus, at a given time t , its boundary is given by the

level set function:

�.x1; x2; t / D .x02/
2 �

�
0:15c

0:2

�2240:2969
s
x01 � 1=3

c
� 0:1260

�
x01 � 1=3

c

�

� 0:3537

�
x01 � 1=3

c

�2
C 0:2843

�
x01 � 1=3

c

�3

�0:1015

�
x01 � 1=3

c

�4#2
D 0

where, in order to return to the initial position, we remove the translation and rotate with an
angle � .

x01 D
�
x1 � x

c
1.t/

�
cos..t//C

�
x2 � x

c
2.t/

�
sin..t//

x02 D �
�
x1 � x

c
1.t/

�
sin..t//C

�
x2 � x

c
2.t/

�
cos..t//

(8)

Inverting this last expression, we get

x1.t/ D x
0
1 cos..t// � x02 sin..t//C xc1.t/

x2.t/ D x
0
1 sin..t//C x02 cos..t//C xc2.t/
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Figure 15. Initial grid for flow around an oscillating airfoil.

which gives the position of a point on the NACA profile at any time. Taking the derivative gives the
velocity that must be imposed on that point:

x01.t/ D 
0.t/

�
�x01 sin..t// � x02 cos..t///

�
C
�
xc1
�0
.t/ D � 0.t/

�
x2 � x

c
2

�
C
�
xc1
�0
.t/

x02.t/ D 
0.t/

�
x01 cos..t// � x02 sin..t///

�
C
�
xc2
�0
.t/ D  0.t/

�
x1 � x

c
1

�
C
�
xc2
�0
.t/

As in Cori [18], we will consider the case where the chord length c is one unit, the heaving
amplitude h is also one unit (h0 D 1), the pitching angle 0 D �=3, and the oscillating frequency
is 0.18Hz. Consequently, we have ! D 2� � 0:18 D 1:13 and a corresponding period T D 5:55s.
We consider the flow at Re D 1100 where Re D �U1c

�
. This is a difficult problem because the

computational domain is very large with respect to the actual dimension of the airfoil. The initial
(non-body-fitted) mesh is presented in Figure 15 and contains 86,580 nodes, a number favorably
comparable with the meshes used in [18] (120,000 nodes) and [19] (more than 200,000 nodes). The
time step was set to 0.05, and it takes 111 time steps to cover a complete oscillation of the airfoil.
Consequently, 111 meshes were created for one cycle and used repeatedly. Starting from a null
velocity field, transient effects disappeared after two complete cycles, and a fully established flow
was obtained.

Here, again, special attention is given to the computation of the lift coefficient

CL D
F2

1
2
�U 21c

which is a critical quantity in this type of engineering applications. The lift coefficient calculated
over a complete period is presented in Figure 16 and compared with the results from [18]. The
agreement is very satisfactory.

Finally, we present in Figure 17 isolines of the u1-velocity component behind the airfoil at
different times across one period T . A von Kármán vortex street can be easily seen.

3.5. Flow around two counter-rotating quadrifolia

In our last validation test, we present an example illustrating the flexibility of our approach. This
problem cannot be solved using a standard body-fitted method. We consider a geometry similar to
the one in Section 3.3, but we add a second counter-rotating quadrifolium with a different angu-
lar velocity. The computational domain and boundary conditions for this problem are shown in
Figure 18. Computations were carried out for Re D 50 and for two different angular velocities :
! D 1Hz for the first quadrifolium and ! D 10Hz for the second one. The time step was set again
to �=180.
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Figure 16. Evolution of the lift coefficient CL over one period.

Figure 17. Isolines of the velocity component u1.
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Figure 18. Laminar flow around a two counter-rotating quadrifolium.

Figure 19. Isolines of u1 in the plane x2 D 0.

Figure 20. Streamlines for the flow with two quadrifolia.

Figure 21. Transversal velocities from a1 to a2 for the flow with two quadrifolia.

A cross section of the first component of the velocity field on the plane x2 D 0 is presented in
Figure 19 showing the presence of two recirculation zones behind the rotating objects. Figure 20
shows selected streamlines in the cylinder. Figure 21 presents the transversal velocity u2 between
the same points a1 and a2 used in Section 3.3. The transversal velocities induced by the rotating
objects are clearly seen with a factor of roughly 10 between the two quadrifolia.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an IB method where a base mesh is locally modified in order to fit the boundary
of the rigid object. The finer the base mesh is, the more accurate the reconstruction of the rigid
object is. Edge swapping is used to enhance the quality of the elements and to improve the accuracy
of quantities such as drag and lift coefficients. The results show that the method works remarkably
well in various situations, including static and moving rigid objects.
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